Mathematics must have done something to impress me; I recently found an old 'career plan' from when I was at Secondary School, which had my career as a meteorologist mapped out in meticulous detail. Well now, as I sit researching for a PhD in Applied Mathematics, something between the age of sixteen and eighteen switched me on to Mathematics and made me decide to choose a Mathematics degree above all the other hundreds of subjects.
From an early age I've had a scientific outlook on life -the desire to understand the world around me. I have always liked Maths; at the age of six I once spent an afternoon finishing a Maths book rather than painting, but up until the age of sixteen I had considered I was going to be a 'proper' scientist. What changed this outlook was A Level Maths; my mathematics teacher at college was a member of 'the old guard' -he had started his teaching career teaching O and A Level Maths in a grammar school back in the 1960's and his enthusiasm for mathematics certainly rubbed off on me. As I studied for one of my other A Levels, namely Physics, I started to appreciate that mathematics was fundamental to understanding the real world; I wrote in the personal statement on my University application that "without mathematics, scientific and technological advances … would be impossible to achieve" -a view that I still hold, perhaps more strongly today as a result of my degree. The realisation that mathematics was a mechanism for understanding the world, made me decide to rip up my career plan and do a degree in mathematics.
I once read in an undergraduate prospectus a sentiment to this effect: At the end of a mathematics degree, you will not tolerate sloppy logic and reasoning. As a sixthformer I'm not sure I knew what this statement meant, but now it reminds me of a joke relating to an engineer, a mathematician and oddly a sheep. A rather abridged version illustrates the point: Upon seeing a black sheep through a train window in Scotland, the engineer decrees that 'all Scottish sheep are black' , the mathematician corrects him, 'actually, there exists at least one sheep in Scotland, of which at least one side is black' . Generalisation is both the mathematician's best and worst enemy! My choice of subject made, the choice of university was determined not based upon QAA scores or RAE assessments, but more on a perceived good reputation, recommendations and my preference for a location where I wanted to spend the
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next four-years of my educational career. As a caveat to admissions tutors, the quality of the lunch on the open day was most certainly an important factor.
A Level examinations over and my university place confirmed, the first letter from my new university's mathematics department was a letter from the Head of School thanking me for choosing his university along with a suggestion of a few books I should have a look at before arriving at my chosen seat of learning. For a student used to modular A Level textbooks running to a few hundred pages, the one thousand plus page 'Calculus' by Adams and the intriguingly titled 'The Mathematical Experience' by Davis and Hersh seemed somewhat alien. The former seemed to contain more mathematics than at that stage I believed left to be taught, and the latter boasts that it is "…the classic introduction for the educated lay reader to the richly diverse world of mathematics"; as I opened that book for the first time, I was lay-reader, today I'm a mathematician.
My mathematics A Level consisted of what was termed pure, mechanics, statistics and decision mathematics. I soon realised that what is termed, from the A Level perspective, as 'pure' is a long way removed from the 'Pure Mathematics' you experience at university and what is being studied at the research frontier. A Level 'pure maths' is more a collection of techniques such as calculus, algebra and analytic methods. The little Newtonian Mechanics experienced at A Level, is but a tiny scratch on the surface of 'Applied Mathematics'; this is a discipline that for each new technique, you develop a whole new class of problems, applications and hopefully solutions. The world of pure mathematics was something I had only glimpsed prior to coming to University; having experienced a few discussions with my tutor and seen some group theory at the end of my further maths course; nothing quite prepares you for the beauty of abstract mathematics.
It is difficult to sum up exactly what you expect from a degree course; my transition from GCSE to A Level had already taken mathematics from a discipline concerned with calculating angles, volumes and lengths, into a discipline where these were dealt with in an abstract way through the use of algebra. The transition to degree was somewhat of an unknown and you soon find that all the tools of A Level and your early years as an undergraduate provide a foundation upon which ever more complicated problems may be built.
Teaching, up until my arrival at university, had been done in the comfort of classrooms seating around 25 students -in fact A Level physics was taught with a pupil to teacher ratio of 5, and mathematics only a little higher. Television, and primarily exported American college sitcoms, had prepared me for the large scale 'lecture theatre' style of teaching at university -however, I was somewhat surprised at the level of support that was available. Lecturers were, on the whole, willing to help students with their problems through office hours and postgraduate students, through backup classes, were able to offer friendly advice with some problems -At the time it felt this was 'any problems' , but now that I am the postgraduate student I'll defiantly write 'some'! Ask a GCSE student to find the gradient of a curve at a given point; the method employed will be to plot the curve, estimate the tangent and manually calculate the gradient at a given point. The method taught for A Level introduces the fascinating world of single variable calculus; calculus from the Latin meaning 'pebble' is derived from the method the ancient Greeks used for counting, namely using pebbles, and it is indeed true that just as the largest beach is made up of individual pebbles, the world of mathematics comes alive with the introduction of calculus. I glimpsed the concept of multivariable calculus, but had no idea of just what an exciting world there is in n-dimensions! The realisation that nearly everything in mathematics can be generalised beyond what we can conceivably visualise is truly one of the subject's best 'bragging-points'; this is an outcome that I could not, and did not expect.
Expectations often breed false hope; the failure of a situation to 'live up' to expectations leaves one with a feeling of wanting and dejection. Little did I know that when I embarked on my mathematical journey with some quickly drawn together expectations in tow, that I would take a journey from Pythagoras to Hawking and from ancient Greece to the modern world's leading scholars. Mathematics continues not only to be an experience, but one that consistently exceeds all expectations.
"The realisation that nearly everything in mathematics can be generalised beyond what we can conceivably visualise is truly one of the subject's best 'bragging-points'; this is an outcome that I could not, and did not expect."
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